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FilmReview
Alex Rider: Operation Stormbreaker
It’s better than some James Bond movies — no matter what your age.
Michael Esposito

Contributing Columnist

One day, while teenage Alex Rider (Alex
Pettyfer) laments to his nanny/housekeeper Jack (Alicia Silverstone) about
the travails of his ennui-burdened life
in the home of his banker/uncle Ian
(Ewan McGregor), something happens
that will change him forever (or at least as
long as screenwriter Anthony Horowitz
keeps pumping out novels in his teen
superspy series). Turns out uncle Ian is
really a 007-esque superspy for Britain’s
MI6, complete with gimmick-invested
vehicles, and as the younger Rider suf-
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fers under the dark cloud of being a teen,
the elder Rider is racing for his life in a
chase involving motorcycles, cars and a
helicopter that would put Bond to shame
— except for the part where McGregor
doesn’t get back to headquarters and
vanishes from the movie.
Looks like MI6 is going to need a
new superspy to bring down nefarious Darrius Sayle (Mickey Rourke), an
Internet tycoon who plans to release an
actual microbe-type virus on the children
of Britain via the computer hardware he
has donated to every school in the land.
His urge to kill arises because the nowprime minister
(a way-underutilized Robbie
Coltrane)
picked on him
when they were
schoolmates.
There’s a lesson
for any bullies
out there: You
could be dooming a generation — behave
yourselves.
Fortunately,
MI6 has a new
superspy ready
to go in young

Alex. Remarkably, all of Alex’s adventure
vacations with uncle Ian — mountain
climbing, skydiving, martial arts, globetrotting, etc. — really were preparing
the youngster for the family business.
MI6 lures him to their expansive special operations facility, causing the teenager to remark, “So what is this place,
Hogwarts?”
At first Alex doesn’t want to pick up
the trade, but the head of MI6 special
operations, Alan Blunt (a pasty Bill Nighy,
whose later attempt at a smile is hilarious), brings some pressure: Jack is an illegal alien (darned Americans crossing the
border, not learning the queen’s English)
and will be deported if Alex doesn’t
play along. So off he goes for some
field training by British special forces
before embarking on the mission to infiltrate Sayle’s headquarters, figure out his
scheme and stop him.
Apart from the chase and gadgets,
many other Bondish elements are included, including the ever-popular “plot his
demise, then leave him (mostly) alone”
trick, and the suggestively named girlfriend, Sabina Pleasure (Sarah Bolger).
And as in the better Bond movies, despite
knowing such plot devices are lurking,
skillful gimmick rationing keeps them
from undermining the characters or the
pacing (fast) of the story.

“Alex Rider:
Operation
Stormbreaker”
99 min.
Rated PG (sequences of action violence and some peril)
Directed by Geoffrey Sax
Screenplay by Anthony Horowitz
(based on his novel)

Rating:

(out of 4 turtles)
Visit fandango.com for theaters,
movie times and to purchase
advance tickets.
There’s plenty of action and excitement — including a brief charge by the
Household Cavalry in full, brightly burnished Buckingham Palace regalia — plus
some weird henchmen for Sayle. It’s better than some James Bond movies — no
matter what your age.
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Congratulations to Andrew Bers for his recent FIVE STAR: Best in Client Satisfaction Award, given to less
than 7% of licensed Sarasota real estate agents. Surveys were sent to more than 14,000 recent homebuyers
in Sarasota, 5,000 subscribers to SARASOTA magazine, and 250 mortgage and title company offices. The
entries were judged on their customer service, integrity, market knowledge, communication, closing
preparation, negotiation, finding the right house, marketing of the home, and overall satisfaction.
TM

The name Andrew Bers has come to personify the Sarasota
Lifestyle. He lives it, sells it and his passion for the area attracts
successful people who dream of living in paradise.
Innovative marketing programs, in-depth buyer services, “out of
the box” thinking and a keen understanding of his client's needs
play a primary role in his overall success. Andrew knows what
his clients want and how to get it.

Personalized Client Services
Award-Winning Marketing Strategies
with Proven Results
Area Knowledge and Expertise
Smooth Transactional Processes
Superior Negotiating Skills

International negotiating skills successfully matching buyers and
sellers for over two decades is instrumental in his providing
unparalleled client services. He offers an individual approach to
each real estate transaction. Andrew assures client needs are
identified and details are addressed with seamless integration.
Andrew Bers utilizes his imagination, creativity and business
acumen to beYour Bridge to Sarasota, Bradenton and Beyond!
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